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The C. L .E. I. C. groups together the footwear manufacty_airs 
I 
established in the Common Market n~ns. .This Committee represents the 
footwear industry before the European Communities Commission and all other 
agencies on matters pertaining to the common interests of the sector. 
It is consequently on behalf of some 6,000 footwear manufacturers, employing 
a labor force of some 310,500 workers and employees, having at present an 
output of 750 millions pairs of shoes~ that we have the honer of submitting 
the following report for your information. 
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BACKGROUND. 
Our presentation before your Commission should be considered 
in the light of the level of integration achieved by the European Community 
since 1958. 
The free exchange of goods between the Common market nations, 
the substantially complete elimination of distorsions of competition and the 
present fully achieved integration of the markets have resulted that the 
footwear industries of Belgium, France, Italy, the Nederlands and the Federal 
Republic of Germany consider themselves as members of a single economic 
. enti1:}'• Any event which affect the foreign trade of a Member State of the 
Community results in inevitable reeercuss"ions on the position of industr¥ in 
the Community as a whole, due to the exist~nce of a single domestic market. 
I Because of these common interests, our industry wishes to be considered as a single entity, covering the whole Corm1on Market territor~. 
Since the present investigation, is not examining the impact of 
imports into the State of Maine or of Massachussetts with reference to the 
production of Maine or Massachussetts, but the impact of the total US imports 
when related to the sum total of the production of the individual States.our 
industry believes that the trade with the Community should not be considered 
I separately. i.e. individually for each Member-State, but for the Community as a whole. 
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PURPOSE OF OUR INTERVENTION. 
Acting as the spokesman of footwear manufacturers, we have 
the highest consideration for our American Colleagues and a full under-
standing for the difficulties with which they might be faced. Being 
ourselves daily involved in actions having the defense of the interests 
of our members for their object, we endeavour, together with the Authorities 
-
of the EEC and the Governments of the M9..~9er Stptes, to find satisfactory 
solutions to p~em6 which, unfortunately for us, aJte not p,'topell to th~ 
bu..6.{.YLU.6 06 OWL ~vu.c.a.n Co.U.e..a.guu alo11e. We do not deny the existence 
of concern for your domestic footwear industry or of. the far reaching 
development problems it is experiencing at present. Too well aware ourselves 
as being likewise affected by them, of the commercial, financial, techgical 
and sociological' changes taking place in this industry, we are far from 
underestimati~g their impact on the conditions of survival of some 
manufacturers. 
It is therefore ~at our intept!gn tg interfere with business 
aspects which we consider as being particular to your coupt.Ll', the more so 
as it would be d~fficult for us to appraise in a valid manner, as outsiders, 
the pertinence or validity of all the reasons for protection put forward 
by your domestic industry. 
We consider it, however, our Pf!mary duty - as suppliers of 
large quantities of footw~rnar~ete.g .. Jn the United Sta"tr,es - to submit to 
your Commission and within the limits of the means at our disposal, a 
positive contribution within the framework of the terms of reference gf the 
-present investigati~n, namely : 
"determine whether, as a result in major part of concessions 
"granted under trade agreements, increased imports are causing 
"or threatening to cause serious injury to the United States 
"industry producing men's and women's leather footwear." 
We do, indeed, consider ourselves as being in a position to place before you 
actual facts and elements of appraisal which we are pleased to submit to your 
attention. Our main purpose is to reach an e..gu1:ta.ble solution to the mutual 
interests of all concerned parties. 
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FREE TRADE= FAIR TRADE. 
Being themselves firm believers in and convinced supporters 
of free enterprise, corner stone of the Western World economic system, the 
European footwear manufacturers fully share the conviction of their American 
Colleagues that the free exch~~. of &,Q.Q.Q.§ is onl¥ possibl~ within a f,air 
... .. 
tra~yj;:Qoment. They are fully convinced that free trade, is a source 
of prosperity and high standards of living. They are also fully aware of 
the dangers of unfair commercial practices, which could affect adversely 
the purchasing potential, the stability of a market and the livelihood of 
a domes tic indust~ry. 
We w.lt,h ~o 4.ta..te and p,tove 6WLtheJt, that the bilateral EEC -
' 
USA exchanges of footw~-~rticles do not p.rej udi.ce in any -;av free .trage 
princiE?J.es, nor d.o they affect fair trade principles, Our presentation will 
be limited to this bilateral trade, as we are not qualified to comment on 
imports in the United States originating from other trading partners. 
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GENERAL BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM. 
While the pracise object of the present investigation is 
limited to the footwear trade, we believe that the general econol']j._~text 
_./ 
should also be taken in consideration. When isolated from the overall 
trade figures relating to the exchanges between the USA and the EEC so as to 
evaluate only their direct impact, a highly positive balance in favour of 
\ 
the EEC footwear industry will indeed be noted and reveal a substantial 
growth for the last few years. But, when considered in its general coot.ext, 
the phenomenon is in no way extraordinary. The table, given in Appendix 1 
attached to the present memorandum, shows that the overall balance for the 
trade between the USA and the EEC presents a credit which in turn is most 
significant in favour of the USA. This credit exceeds the overall tra~e 
balance of the US world exchanges. 
r 
-s-
In other words. the sales of the EEC to the USA inclusive of 
footwear articles are balanced in a very high degree by the p~t.c.b.ases 
effected by our Community in the United s_t~tes, and that if our deliveries 
of footwear to the United States in 1969 showed an appreciable increase, the 
latter was even more noticeable in respect of our purchases of other products 
in your country. 
The purpose and the "raison d'etre" of international tradj:? 
--.....,.... ·ee: •• s ,,,e rt· • • tee· nen 
I is to exch.a~ge ~o_du~ wU:!;_ .6pe.c.{6+c. ~wa.such as_sgecializati_Qn, fashion, technological improvements, which are more advanced in one country than in ang:t,per. We shall see further on that such is al..60 the ca.6e 60~ 
the importation of 6ootweo.Jt in the United States. 
The development of the bilateral trade between the USA and the 
EEC, whether of footwear articles or of other products. is no sur~ri~iMg 
phenomenon either. In its most recent annual review, the G.A.T.T. terms as 
\ 
"unprecedented" the growth of international trade in 1969, the rate having 
.risen to 17,5 % between industrialised countries; the trends which were 
noticeable during the first half of 1970 making it probable that further 
impressive developments may be expected in due course. For the purpose of 
information, we attach as Appendix 2 a summary comparing the evolution of 
footwear imports in the USA and in the Community, together with the growth 
of internal Community exchanges since 1958. 
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ANALYSIS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENT OF US IMPORTS OF EEC FOOTWEAR ARTICLES. 
While the statistical data available in the United States may be. 
rightly or wrongly, considered incomplete, we are nevertheless unable to 
substitute them with better sources of information anq consider it more 
advisable to rely on such data. 
·"' ..... ,. 
A first comment is mandatory and we do not claim it as our own, 
considering that many documents submitted to·the Commission refer ~o it 
there are an unlimited number of cU.66eJLe.nt footwear articles, all of which 
are characterized by their individual properties for a well defined ultimate 
-6-
~8. by their su.le and qu~f ty. meeting the !!~-~1on trends and the 
diversified consumer tastes. To handle this problem without taking in 
---· ---~.....--. ... _ _._,,..: ___ ,,.~-·--· 
consideration its peculiariti~2-!P-E.~!~_:f.y_nd~~DJB!__~2.!: of 
approach. which might undermine the findin~s of the investigation. This 
remark applies to the considerations whether based on quantities or on 
values. Because it is from the identification and teachings of the Conrnunity 
supplies to the US market, particularly from the ratio values/quantities 
and the multiple aspects thereof, that the final appreciation of your 
Col'llllission will depend concerning the character, either perturbatory, or -
what we fully maintain - absolutely regular, nay, even beneficial for the 
US manufacturer and consumer, of footwear imports originating from our 
Community. Let us not, however, rely too much on such identification, as 
it will never be perfect and will always be based on certain deductions 
and approximations derived from overall statistical data. 
In order to evaluate such analysis and development, in the 
Appendices 3 and 4 are reproduced some data characteristic of the imports 
originating from the EEC, which enable us to draw the following conclusions : 
1) the proportional share of footwear artic!~~ from the EEC of the t~!f!l 
imports shows a dowYIWalld .tltend, both for leather articles as well es for 
footwear.,Jifill_era)),Y J 
2) 3/4 of imported leather footwear are made up by women's and misses' 
shoes and about 20 % by men's shoes ; 
~~...... ~,:::.r.;1r:~~~..-... --r.,o, .•. ·· ,·. ,., ... r-:'7~~,,r411 
3) 6..9 % ~!,,_!~'!2!~~:!!;'m foo!wear is of the-4an~~~~~ J 
4) the expansion of importations has beeo_more,J.mportant1 of late year5 for. 
- PII F ·- .. Ml & U • ll Pr··- MW: 
d/r.ei,4 4hoei, than for sandals; 
- ~.:CC:- - -="I.~~ 
. 
5) the avera~; .... J!Q.§l.PllCt~~P.9£.~~il~Q.dala, although conti~tl.'i.. 
rising, is less than$ 2 a pair, both for men's and women's sandals J 
----- ·- u ---.. 
6) the average (FOB) .E£Jce for "dress shoes", which is likewise rising, 
. . ' - . -
compares favourably with the average ptice for the Jar~e ma~s ,.gf US 
B PI 
footwear production (see Table 36 of the Task Force Report). 
-
As regards the competitive pressure, expressed in quantities, 
of imported footwear, applied on domestic productions, it will be noted: 
al that in the absence of!! d~~=stic eroduction of men's leather sandals less 
than $ 2 in value. the importation of such articles cannot in any way 
prejudice the US industry ; 
z:wa~»wzmt.Li!U--~t--Z:: :=rr::....~~T.'=.~ 
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b) that the appearance on the US market of low priced women's leather 
....._... _ _...,.._._.. ...... -~......,._..._.-------------__._.--" ... ----~.-.._,..., 
san~ls, far from affecting a ..e.:~~1:.!.~,~~!Y~~~~!~.!H~-~,.,!12.,1!1_:!tic 
production prior to such importations, actually provided the domestic 
... ........._.~_...,._J'INl'l'l.._,.,,.ua-,~r .... ~-"t--~~·~-... -..,....-·-;• '"•·•r • .·r.r •. ;; ,• ,. ~ ,,.,._ . .,.. 
industry with a new market. The interest display~d by the US consumer 
~~r::•ft10;·•2rr..._~..-,r.,•,- .... -· ~;,,-,• ·· . ..-,'·.,•·•111·-.,• 
for this new article (and additional fo\)twear items. in the closet) 
p!LO~ed a demand which enabled the US industry to increase its own 
..... ,...__,.-.......,.:+• 1 ; ~ · • ·-.• •r ---..,_....,.... 
production • 
......,.,..,. ... ,··-,-· The low priced sandal, as well as the high priced fashion 
sandal. while both might be worn at times instead of a domestic shoe, 
supplant other footwear • 
............ ;.,:;.llT-t:.t...,~·:..r~;· '::·;·.:,::;r,..-.·,10,:,; ~ t::. ;,.,1;.:.;;.e;;.,u,":')~.i,,a 
c) dress shoes imported from the EEC represent less than 10 % of the domestic 
,,.,, "" ................ 
production 0~ th~s~ ~xees of.*~~. both for men's and women's shoes. 
Moreover. dress shoes arrive at unjt values aboye.the average of dome~ic 
I sh;p~e~~s, indicating that styles and quality of these lines of imp12,tts are such as to attract gurcj)9~eu:,s,,.for.reasons othe!.L than comparative prices. 
' 
d) In .the light of the above remarks, neither the importatigq of §._aQd~s, nor 
that of dress shoes are likely to erejudiC§ tba dgroeatic jpd&Jptry, 
0 
0 0 
PRICES. 
We should like to draw most particularly the attention of your 
Conmission to the items, we consider desirable to develop. concerning the 
contended question of the prices at which the EEC footwear articles are 
imported into the United States. 
Speaking on behalf or the National Footwear Manufacturers' 
Associatio,o_Mr, GOLDSTEIN stated before the Committee on Ways and Means 
-(Transcript of Hearings. Foreign Trade and Tariff Proposals. Part 9, p. 4.065h 
.. "We (the i'J(MA} support a liberal trade posture. but our trade 
"policy must come to grips with the realities of the world to-
~ 
"day. Wage and hour re~ulcU,!.ohs, welfare programs and general 
"inflation have created a cost structure for our labor intensive 
'*' Ff 
"footwear industry which makes it impossible for us to compete 
'· 
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Being an organization of manufacturers, the C.L.E.I,C, quite objectively 
acknowledges that the footwear industry has had to face during recent years 
..,_._,._...,... ... , ........ , ... --
a wage problem of particularly acute character, but this phenomenon is not 
exclusive to the American Continent. On the contrary we can definitely 
state that i nsi~.:~.~~~?~.~!"'~~E:~.::!..!!:~:. . .!~2.!~~'?..~~-?!.....!.~~9!-S9§.~.'ll>-Sre 
important during the last ten years, and more particularly during the last 
............ ..._u • • ...... ,.,e••·..,. •• .,..,,. 
three of them, than in the United States. The growth of imports into the 
... ,~~~· .... ~", ~-r.ft"o'-~-~-:---~.---.--~~~--:-.JJJ/1 
. IUnit~ate~_£>f, foA!~.§.<;1.r:,.ori,gJ._rJE..li.D~..ii:..o_rn .... U1 ... ~~~~!:1!1E~ t_t).~~ be 
attributed to~~}:~t~~[l.Cl~. l~~c;: .. o9ts . .1o1bi.cb..ltl~L.1ld ba:it.e..tP.ls,ao place_to 
th, detriment of the US industry. It is sufficient in this connection, to 
----~"¥.C'lf":'\.~,;r.~:J.'t',-~,...ar:r.r-111'~;~ 
take a look at the following graph, to notice that .the average price of 
imports originating from the EEC is located on a graph identical to that 
' ' 
of the average US manufacturing price, 
$ 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1965 1966 
AVERAGE_ PRICE)JOM-RUBBER_ FOOTWEAR. 
_ .. .-· . 
_,__.--·-· 
1967 1968 1969 
Dress shoes E~E.C. 
1mpo/LU 6Mm E.E.C. ( 6ob) 
I 
Sandals from E.E.C. 
U.S. department of Corrmarce and Foreign Trade Statistics E.E.C. 
Member States. 
We wish particularly to correct tha actual basis of price 
comparisons, which up to the present, have originated in obvious errors. 
f 
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As stated earlier, due to the multiple characteristics 
distinguishing one footwear article from another which determine their 
price, it is hardly possible to draw valid conclusions from comparisons 
of average prices based on widespread categories of shoes. This approach 
was selected because the overall statistics available do not enable 
comparison article by article to be carried out. 
Indeed' th~~-~!%0-..!'~~L!.~ .~1;'~~-~!1.&-~E-~C.!l.a .. s£>.meariso,n 
consists in b11..e.alung down :the. c..o.6:t ptuc..e. for a speci fie ~p~, 
~.. *"'"~--...,......, ...... _,..,. "91Wl,jl1"ll ... ~1''\4* b ......... ........,....,. 
produced in the United States on one hand, and in the Common Market on the 
------------,~~~~,4'lWIII P Mll<d.--.l(W;;U.1o1n.¥1"~·....,.•~;..4••r,,.cw-
Othero Unfortunately, such purely accounting computation has ne.ve.Jt. yet been 
-carried out. 
-
There exist however schedules of industrial cost prices by 
means of which it is possible to come very close to true conditions. We have 
made use of them to draw up such a comparison, which, while theoretical, is 
nevertheless more accurate than those carried out up to date. The result 
of our considerations will be found in Appendix 5. 
The conclusion to be draw is that, assuming computation data in 
every respect favourable to the US industry, it may be considered that the 
l advantage to be derived from the difference between salary levels is, at mo.6t, of 17 %. As, on the other hand, the materials used are procured at world 
----prices and the additional charges (which form a low percentage of the cost 
- ---==-.;;,,..t price) are also substantially the same on either side of the Atlantic Ocean, 
\ 
it may be dispassionately stated that the sal~y advanta&._e 1§ .tJ£..£.tJ!JL one 
justifying a difference in price. 
,-c:rr::r:m:r:rz::~w;m...,. 
But this European cost price, lower by 17 % at most than the 
US cost price, is subject, on entry of footwear articles into the United 
tr - ............ 
States, to Clj,st.~~var~es, transpo,;;t ,ch~s an_g_ in~urance,,,.cQ,§..'!;J, evaluated 
on an average by the Task Force at a minimum of 25 % of the European cost 
. 
price (page 40 of the Task Force report). 
We are of opinion that this average of 25 % is below :the .tlw.e I value as regards imports originating from the EEC, 3/4 :1of whi~ up by women's shoes, for which the highest customs duties are levied. 
Nevertheless, when applying this value of.25 %, the price of 
footwear imported from the EEC would amount in the ~nd to 
(100 - 17) + 25 c100 - 17 ) = 103.75 % 1oq 
I 
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of the US cost price. In other words, a specific pair of shoes imported 
......,.......,ll~ I.... ...-.~.!tir~1'°"'~"".,,_#,,_,..,~,r.#........,.,...., ..... I fro:.t.~~ Com:,~,.Mark;~.:.~.:..:.~~,: .~~:_us ret~.:-2.::. a:. least 4 % more than the 
same pair of shoes produced in the States. We wish to emphasize the term 
.,...... ...... .. '"'6l"-1.:~-~ .... ,-...... ,."l,,·.~..1..u .. ~uv.,o1,..t.h'IIU.:U',t,Ji,:J1-;~...,,,.f'f.l', .. ,.. .• 
at leati~, because, independently of the generous computation which resulted 
.. ...... 
in a salary advantage of 17 %, the Task Force acknowledges that the extra 
of 25 %, to which the imported article is subjected on entry into the United 
-States, is le-64 :than :the .tlr..ue amount. It is indeed stated. also on page 40 
of the cited report : 
"Their effective cost, moreover, should probably include an 
"added element to cover the uncertainties igheteotly ipvolved 
"in importation." 
As regards the consumer, the price differential is even more marked, as it 
------.. ~ _. i I •• ..,., ........ $,AG. id, I WI www,a SS • 
follows from investigations carried out by your Commission and by the Task 
Force that the mark up is, if not higher for the imported article, at any 
rate levied in the same ratios as for the domestic article. 
0 
0 0 
CONSUMER MOTIVATION. 
As we have shown above, the same pair of shoes, produced in 
-the Common Market on one hand and in the ·united States, on the other, is 
offered to the US consumer at a higher price for the foreign article than 
--------------------------------for the domestic article. How then explain the growth of the sales of 
__ _.w..,....::=·~...-..;:..."!'Z'~ 
European footwear and the consumer's craze for articles which he could obtain 
on better terms within the range of domest:i.c production? 
THE~F C~JiQL§,LLl:fJ.n$.J,.JJi/JH,SJ. ... P9.Y§.bl~~I THIS IS THE QUEST1 ON 
AROUNV WHICH REVOLVES THE IMPORT PRvBLEM • 
...... ~. __ ....,.,....,. ...... ......,,,...~~---
"The realities of the world today" to which Mr. GOLDSTEIN 
referred to in his statement cited on page 7 of the present memorandum, are 
not to be limited to terms of competition expressed with reference to salary 
charges. These realities reproduce the will of the consumer and his choice 
mandated by his natural and huma~,.!2~~ It is defin~tely not an antipatriotic 
sentiment which urges the US customer to prefer in certain cases the imported 
! 
article, nor is it deliberate practice to be prepared t6 pay a higher price 
for one and the same article only because·it is of foreign origin. 
I j 
t. [ 
I 
r. 
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consumer (an attitude, moreover, not different from the attitude of consumers 
in the other countries of the world, who, like those in the United States, 
purchase larger and larger quantities of footwear originating from the 
Community). 
This -0ome..thin.9 is to be sought in the presentation of the 
article. The presentation. the visible aspect, the style of a shoe are 
elements which cannot be included in money terms in the industrial cost 
price,_so that d.l66VLence6 whic~oticeable in such respects between 
t' 
two articles of footwear, alike as to composition, type of manufacture and 
quality, a/Le not ~e6lected by.the plvi.ce of the art~..cle. But, on the other 
hand, at the consumer level, the investigations bearing on motives have shown 
that as regards articles of apparel, including footwear, fashion, style and 
color ove/lJUJ.le any other consideration and consequently also that of price. 
We make the foregoing statements fully aware of the facts, 
having lived, in our capacity as professional body, through the far reaching 
changes inside the footwear industry of the EEC, changes arising from the 
same phenomenon entailing meeting immediately, and calling therefore for a 
considerable flexibility of manufacture, the deCJtee6 06 6tUhlon. Let us not 
-forget either that the evolution o:r?"asnion, would very often have to be 
expressed rather by the term revolution, particularly in the women's footwear 
field. 
We agree that the initiators of such revolutions are to be 
found in large numbers in the European cbmmunity. We also feel that the 
footwear industry should avail itself of progressive creations of styles and 
trends, so as to maintain its share in an increasing purchasing power market. 
We do not hesitate either to state that, because of the 
prompting by the European competition, the 11$ foot• tlial ir,~litFW ben(!n..i.ted 
in a large measure from the opening of new markets and tho development both 
of new articles and frequent fashion changes within a year 
0 
0 0 
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EMPLOYMENT - FACTORY CLOSINGS. 
In its report (page iv); the Task Force states that 
"Footwear employment has been declining slowly and 
"irregularly for several decades. Through 1968, on the 
"other hand, recent evidence of unemployment was meager and 
"labor shortages were generally a more pressing problem. 
"With the downturn in production in 1969 '. however, unemploy-
"ment apparently rose to above the national average, with 
"particular concentrations in certain communities in New 
"England. Again, it proved difficult, on the basis of the 
"evidence available to the Task Force, to separate unemploy-
"ment due to imports from that due, for example, to the 
"continuing shift of the industry to other areas, including 
"to newer shoe-producing canters within New England." 
By referring to this paragraph, we do not wish to interfere with a domestic 
problem of the United States, but to contribute our own experience in the 
matter. Appendix 6 relates the evolution of the labor force employed in the 
EEC footwear industry between 1964 and 1968 (the figures for 1969 are not yet 
available, but the information on hand enables us to state that the downtrend 
continues). The table of this Appendix gives also an idea of the number of 
shoe factories which have been closed. Alongside of the EEC data, we have 
shown the corresponding US data. 
It is rather striking to note that the rate of drop of the 
EEC labor force is definitely mOll.e. maJtke.d than that of the USA. The same 
remark applies to the number of factories closed. In the case of some EEC 
Member States, it is no exaggeration to speak of a decline. Paradoxally. 
the vanishing of employments and of factories went along with a substantial 
increase of our production and exports. 
This phenomenon may be explained in the main by the joint 
effect of the following two criteria 
r 
r 
I 
\ 
I 
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- rat~nalization of the production, resulting in a higher 
----~----. -~ 
productivi_~.Y-~r lab or y_ni t ; 
- enhanced mechanization because of the gradual change from 
a labor based industry to an industry with a higher capital 
investment ratio. 
We presume therefore that the same criteria will also have 
led in the United States to a recession of employment. 
\ 
But a fundamental clu.tinc:tlon has to be made between a 
1tecu.ti.lon 06 employment an;-a .. ~e ~ u.nemplo;;.;;i ... - TM;; -u,rs; phengmeac.c. is 
~~...... --..... -~'""'':-,__..."°1 
corTmon to all roaou~ttH--:i:fl-g-:i:Adust.~hout setting per se a social problem. 
The second phenomenon, should it be found true and continuous for a fairly 
extended period. would bear witness to certain difficulties. 
The.;!nemplo~ment figures fQr the US leather iugustry show a 
regular drqp in the o~mb§!r.~f unemp~oy~~,who decreased from 31,400 in 1963 
-to 14,600 in 1968, to rise again to 21,800 in 1969, It WOLJJd be strange, to 
·-
say the least, that the imports should be responsible for this sudden increase ----V~'P ~.,..,.,......_~.-,·~.--~.....,;.------·-•; ___ , __ : ______________ __ 
of the un,.f?!Jlp.lpyman.t...£.i.g.u;i:::.is ; a 1969, considering that since 1963 and until 
----~~~A-WQ. HI 17--'1 • 
1968, unemploym~ot had substan!ially, dropped notwithstanding the aeiu;eciable 
WU.~- ., •• ...-.a 
growth rates for 1E1.P,9f.!~!.£.rui· Such an assertion would be subject to caution, 
being invalidated by the facts for the six years prior to the year 1969. 
We would be more tempted to attribute this increase of unem-
ployment to the drop in production, not on account of importations, but, as 
set forth by the Task Force at page 6 of its report, because of 
"the poor acceptance of the styles offered that year, and. 
"from the point of view of current production, to some carry 
"over of inventory from 1968." 
0 
0 0 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORT GROWTH AND TARIFF CONCESSIONS. 
During the period prior to 1968, imports into the USA 
I 
developed at the known rate, without any tariff concessions of any kind being 
granted. The question of determining to wha.t ex.tent .talu.66 concu~ioYl4 
i 
! 
! 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
l 
t 
I 
I 
. 
~. 
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6a.voU11.ed i.mpoM:a.t.lonti to the. poin;t o 6 be.c.omlng a. ptte.j u.cli..ce .to .the dome.1,.tlc 
indu6.tlty is therefore only acute within the framework of the concessions 
granted following the Kennedy-Round, under which the first tariff reductions 
were introduced on January 1, 1968. 
After having already shown that the imports, although 
continuously rising, have not prejudiced the domestic industry, we explain 
below the reasons which prompt us to state that the tariff concessions, 
granted since 1968, have had no dec..iAlve ln6luence on the importation graph 
1) these tariff reductions for the leather footwear considered are: 
- men's footwear 
sandals and dress shoes o.s percentage point in 1968 
o.s percentage point in 1969 
in order to reduce the duty from 10 % to 9 % 
- women's footwear 
sandals (not over $ 2.50) 1. 0 percentage point in 1966 
1.0 percentage point in 1969 
in order to reduce the duty from 20 % to 18 % 
I 
\ 
dress shoes Cover$ 2.50) 2.0 percentage points in 1968 
2.0 .percentage points in 1969 
in order to reduce the duty from 20 % to 16 %. 
2) the impact of these reductions on the price of the imported articles is 
.too low to neutralize the price differential between the imported article 
and the domestic article. 
3) such reductions did not result in a drop of the price of the imported 
articles as evidenced by the graph shown on page 7. 
4) as in any case price is only a 4Ub4lcli..dlty consideration for the selection 
made by the consumer, the slight drops resulting from the reduction of 
customs duties are not likely to influence per se the attitude and the 
motives of the consumer. 
5) of a growth in imports of about 70 millions pairs of nonrubber footwear 
for the years 1968 and 1969, 50 millions fall within 1968, i.e. a year 
for which the duty reduction only amounted to 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 percentage 
points, depending on the kind of article. 
l 
I 
I 
l 
I 
f 
t 
t 
l 
l 
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6) between 1968 and 1969, the growth of imp.orts was more marked for men's 
footwear than for women's footweari If the respective increases had been 
the irTmediate consequence of the reduction in customs duties. women's 
footwear .6hould have shown the better progress. considering that the 
reduction in customs duty in 1969 amounted to 2 and 4 percentage points 
for such footwear, as against only 1 percentage point for men's footwear. 
Actually, prior to the Kennedy - Round, the strongest growth in imports 
was that of women's footwear! 
0 
0 0 
CONCLUSION. 
The growth of imports of footwear articles originating from 
the EEC docu, n.ot 1tcu,ult 61tom .ta!u66 con.ccu,.6.l(m.6, nor from any other 
advantages either, which could reduce their cost below that of equivalent 
domestic products. Their success with the US consumer may be attributed to 
characteristics which either create a new demand and consequently provide an 
article previously unknown, or which meet the consumer's desires. 
The procurement motives are paramount, whether for European 
footwear on the US market, or for specific US products exported in large 
quantities to the European market because of their particular characteristics: 
tobaccoes for their taste, motor cars for their performances, design and 
bodywork,.office equipment because of their technical achievements, etc. 
Yet, the Community is also a producer of these goods. 
The introduction of new characteristics on the US footwear 
market, far from being prejudicial to the interests of the domestic industry, 
provided the latter with new possibilities for development and expansion, 
thanks to the increase in consumption. 
"Some trade estimates indicate, for example, that if fashion 
"were no longer a consideration in consumer buying, total US 
"consumption might be little more than half its present level. 
"The divergent acceptance between the styles introduced in 1966 
"and those of 1969, testify to the force of this proposition." 
(Task Force report, page 10). 
l 
i 
f 
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Ii notwithstanding the impetus resulting from the 
importations the domestic industry considers itself faced with certain 
problems, their' solution is definitely not to be found in curtailing free 
world trade. 
0 
0 0 
Respectfully submitted, 
C.L.E.I.C., 
Coordinating and Study Committee 
of the Footwear Industry for the 
European Economic Community, 
24 Montoyer Street, 
1040 BRUSSELS. 
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I. UNITED STATES 
TRADE BALANCE. 
Total US Exports 
Total US Imports 
Credit 
1967 
31.147 
26.816 
+ 4.331 
1968 · I 
33.982 
33.114 
+ 868 
Appendix 1. 
1969 
37.444 
36.052 
+ 1.392 
.. e. J(, --~~.. ~ "' ~ '5 <. ') e" "4,~ 
II. TRADE BALANCE 
U.S. - E.E.C. 
Total E.E.C. imports 
originating from the U.S. 
Total U.S. imports 
originating from the E.E.C. 
Credit in favour of the u.s\ 
5.859 
4.457 
+ 1,402 
'\lwt ~ ""-'v-w ..... ~ 
6.388 7.328 
5.886 5.800 
+ 502 + 1,528 / 
I 
I 
/ 
I 
I 
.I 
! 
i 
r 
Appendix 3. 
ANALYSIS OF U.S. IMPORTS OF E.E.C. FOOTWEAR ARTICLES. 
1. Share_of_E.E.C._footwear_of_total_U.S._imports. 
'. Quantity Value 
1967 1968 1969 1967 1968 1969 
Non-rubber footwear 35 % 36 % 33 % 56 % 53 % 51 % 
Leather footwear 70 % 68 % 63 % 68 % 64 % 61 % 
2. Imgorts_of_E.E.C._leather_footwear. 
~ Quantity 1.000p Value 1.000$ I 
1967 1968 1969 1967 1968 1969 
Men's and boys' 8.100 10. 720 11.825 31.400 41.292 53.706 
Women's 34.600 45.273 45.165 78.400 114.325 139.212 
Misses' children's 1.200 3.018 4.462 11.400 14.308 18.996 
and infants' 
~ Quantity 1. OOOp Value 1.000$ 
1967 1968 1969 1967 1968 1969 
. 
Sandals I 
men's & boys' }aa.s22 l 3.749 l49,136 1 7,098 women's &misses' > 36,295 30.457 J 63.081 55.205 I ) children's "'· 1,990 2.675 
Dress shoes 
men's & boys' 4.891 6,205 7.096 21.895 32.602 44,101 
women's & misses' 8,157 12.685 18 .• 483 36.471 59. 718 91.894 
children's 324 337 538 1.231 1,041 1,608 
./. 
Appendix 2. 
EVOLUTION OF FOOTWEAR IMPORTS INTO 
THE UNITED STATES AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
1958 1969 
Index. Index 
; 
Total Footwear 
Imports into the 
United States 
46.602.000 i • 100 283.061.000 = \.._6071) 
pairs ,...1 pairs ~ -
--------------~--------~--------------1------ -
45.820.000 I = 100 488.152.000 l= 1.os5 ( 1) . ~ $ ; .. -· $ : l 
9.204.000 = 100 74.501.000 
pairs 
: 
--------------;--------
Total Footwear 
Imports into the 
European Community 
(2) 70.380.00~ I ·.554 ,~ 
' 
i 11.046,000 ! = 100 131.380.000 1= 
1,189 
. pairs pairs .. ~ 
-
Internal Community : ' 
--------------i-----------------------( -------
exchanges i 26.500.000 i 
= 
100 344.374.000 1= 1.300 (3) : 
"'" 
..... $ '. $ 
-
! 
(1) U.S. Department of Commerce. 
(2) (3) C.L.E.I.C. - data drawn from the Foreign Trade statistics of 
the E.E.C. Member States. 
~ 
{ 
l 
-----------------------------~-----------------==,--=-
Sandals Dress shoes 
Men's Women's Men's Women's 
and and Children's and and Children'e 
Boys' Misses' Boys' Misses' 
--
1967 ~ 1.61 ~ 4.48 4.47 3.80 
1968 --;:) 1. 74 ~ 5.25 4. 71 3.09 
1969 1.89 I 1.81 I 1. 34 5.21 4.97 2.99 
~2~~~: Tables 1 and 2 A U.S. Department of Commerce. 
Tables. 2 B and 3. make it possibility to obtain information . 
as to the proportional share of sandals and 
dress shoes and consequently of their average 
price. 
Differences between figures of tables 2 A and 2 Bare due to 
different nomenclatures. 
~!§!: The dollar value shown in the import statistics is defined~generally 
as the market value in the foreign country, and therefore excludes 
U.S. import duties, freight charges from the foreign country to the 
U.S. and insurance. 
., . .,. ... ~ .. 
Appendix 4. 
E.E.C. FOOTWEAR IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES BY PRICE RANGES, 1969. 
(m-U.U.on.6 o 6 pcu.Jv!) ) 
-
Leather Imports 
Vinyl Other 
Men's Women's Child-
Price Range and and ren's Others 
Imports Imports 
Boys' Misses' Infants' 
le~s than 1. 20 - - - - - 0, 1 
---
1.21 - 1.80 - 0, 1 - 3,0 -
1. 81 - 2.40 4,4 129,6 2.4 - 0,6 0,2 
2.41 - 3.00 - - - - -
3.01 - 4.20 - - - - - -
4.21 - 6.00 0.1 18,1 - 0,4 - -
.. 
6.01 - 7.80 7,0 0, 1 - 1,0 - -
7.81 - 10.20 - 0,4 - 0,6 -
0, 1 -
mcr~ than10. 20 0,4 - - -
Total 11,8 45,2 2,5 1,9 3,9 1.0 
SouAc.e. Foreign Trade statistics of the E.E.C. Member States. 
------
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COMPARISON OF USA AND EEC COST PRICES. 
I 
In its report "Facts and Figures" issued in 1·868, Section I, 
Manufacturing, page 8, the National Footwear Manufacturers" Association 
includes an "Example of marketing costs used in making a pair of shoes", 
such costs being broken down as follows 
Shoe_Manufacturer: 
Cost of upper leather 
Cost of soles, inner soles, linings 
Labor, overheads, shipping and profit· 
Retail store: 
Cost of shoes 
Salesmen 
Overheads, selling and profit 
Retail price 
Percent: 
15.0 , 
10.1 , 
30.2 _,,, 
55.3 
55.3 ' 
20.1 / 
/ 24.6 
100.D 
27.1 
18.3 
54.6 
100.0 
It is unfortunate that the breakdown at production level does 
not separate out the criterium "labor", because it is just this criterium 
which the US industry considers responsib!e for differentials and possible 
' 
price advantages. We are, however, able to overcome this disadvantage, as we 
have access to more detailed breakdowns for the European countrie9 and 
propose that applying to the Federal Republic of Germany. We have 
deliberately selected this country because it is known as paying the highest 
salaries in the Community. In this manner we deliberately weigh for our 
example the criterium "labor" with reference to the "Community average", 
which would be slightly less therefore. This c.ost structur~ presents the 
following app,arance: 
. .. ' 
....., 
.. 
. 
1 
Use of materials 
Miscellaneous supplies 
Power consumption 
Labor (salaries and social 
security charges) 
Other charges 
Percent 
43.0 
5.0 
0.7 
30.1 
21.2 
100.0 
-2-
Source 
Annual Report 1969 
Association German 
Footwear Manufacturers. 
It is pleasant to note the vary close similitude between the. 
percentages of materials used in the United States and in Germany. 
This is not surprising, as these materials are sold at world 
prices and at. universally applied rates. 
Starting out from this fact, we consider that the "labor" 
feature accounts for 30 % of the cost price of pairs of shoes, the more so as 
the Task Force (on page 41 of its report) considers this percentage also as 
acceptable for the United States. 
We shall apply to this percentage the mean hourly salary rate 
paid in the footwear industry in the United States and that paid in ••• Italy 
(considered as the lowest paid in the EEC). In order not to get involved in 
polemics concerning the exact mean hourly salary rates for the United States 
and Italy, we shall make use for our demonstration computation of the values 
cited in the Tariff Commission records (Commission Table 23, October 1968), 
as follows : 
Italy 
USA 
$ 1.23 per hour, 
$ 2,18 per hour. 
The salary advantage expressed as a percentage of the cost 
price, to the benefit of the Italian manufacturer or by extrapolation 
"Community" manufacturer, will be obtained by multiplication of the ratio 
,. 
' 
. ' 
\ 
\ 
-3-
between these two hourly salary rates by the "labor" criterium 
1.23 30 
X = 16.95 %. 
2 .1 a 100 
As in order to determine such differential salary advantage, 
we followed a Jtute ..i..n eveJr.y way 6avoUJLable to the US ·manu6ac..tult.eJr., the 
percentage of 11 should be considered as being the h,lghe.&t po44ible. value. 
,- '• ,· ..... _ .,-
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Number of 
production 
workers. 
Germany_ 
Belgium 
France 
Italy'* 
Netherlands 
E.E.C. 
United States 
Number of 
factories 
Germany 
Belgium 
France 
Italy* 
Netherlands 
E.E.C. 
united States 
EVOLUTION OF LAB 
United St 
1964 
91. 303 
14.487 
69.204 
140.000 
14.378 
329.372 
204.800 
1961 
1. 055 
457 
1.131 
4.125 
281 
7.049 
1962 
1.230 
(i:-) The last census in Italy was m 
factories probably decreased du 
figures for 1967. 
Appendix 6 • 
OR FORCE AND FACTORIES. 
ates and E.E.C. 
1967 I 1968 I 1969 
88.053 80.470 65.025 
11.385 9.754 9.732 
65.524 63.731 62.470 
126.000 126.000 (126.000) 
13. 365 12.294 11.100 
304.327 299.249 274. 327 
203.000 206.900 197.700 
1964 I 1967 I 1968 
1.106 1.083 1.014 
384 271 261 
876 732 670 
4.000 3.900 (3.900) 
275 273 259 
6.641 . 6.259 6.104 
1.137 1.123 1.111 
I 
ade in 1967. Although employment and 
ring 1968 and 1969. we maintain the 
Sowi.ce: c.L.E.t.c. data drawn from national statistics. : 
------ ! 
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